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Forensic arborist Robert Brame presents his photographic evidence that, in nearly all those California fires, what
burned hell-hot was NOT the forests but the GROUND, the soil left forever STERILE
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John Guy Jun 12 · edited Jun 12 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

Correct. Here additional proof.

DEW weapons: The proof is in the timing and damage....

In the past years Fire Captain John Lord speaks out about the recent California wildfires(2017/2018) and

explains how the fires could not have been created naturally.

Highly Decorated Fire Captain John Lord speaks out about the possible directed energy weapons used to

start over 16 major fires that began in the middle of the night in Napa/Sonoma/Mendocino Counties.

Fire Captain Lord says that based on his 30 years of experience, Directed Energy Weapons seem like the

only plausible explanation for the rapidity of the fires’ spread and the extremely high temperatures,

adding, “The holes that were burned through the hoods of cars all the way through the engine blocks are

a little bit suspicious.”

The fires spread to over 16 locations at the same time, and even crossed an eight-lane highway before

burning down an entire Kmart store in just hours. Cars were found melted. Houses were found “dustified.

Drone footage of fire damage in Santa Rosa | Los Angeles Times | Buildings and Cars Destroyed – Trees

and Plastic Items Untouched.

Even the head of Cal Fire for the state said on CNN he had no idea what started the over 60 strikes that

came out of nowhere in the middle of the night without warning. Sudden, unexplainable winds kicked up

to 60-70 mph, blue flashes and sparks were seen above by many, including me. Cars were torched, yet

trees untouched. Homes were reduced to unrecognizable rubble….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQtDEa6wceE

https://shiftfrequency.com/dew-fires-not-wildfires/

https://christianobserver.net/were-directed-energy-weapons-involved-in-no-cal-fires/

https://wakeup-world.com/2019/02/21/yes-dew-and-laser-weapons-are-being-used-against-the-
Expand full comment
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Truthseeker Jun 12

I agree totally.

GeoEngineering is one of the greatest risks to all of humanity. And will cause great human suffering, if

continued.

These Fires are hotter than natural fires… fire tornadoes… one theory is the aluminum from cloud

seeding falls to the ground and is highly combustible once a fire begins… so essentially the problem

is man made and created. Not due to a natural event.

Man thinking they’re God… is at the root of this spiritual battle.
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John Guy Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

Thanks I had forgotten about the aluminum as a fire accelerant - "is any substance or mixture

that accelerates or speeds the development and escalation of fire."

"The author discovered that unprecedented levels of aluminum and barium nanodust, primary

components in chemtrails, both of which are incendiary, are fueling the ferocity of the super

wildfires."

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/aluminum-dust-from-geoengineering-fueling-

super-wildfires-according-to-author-

300707890.html#:~:text=The%20author%20discovered%20that%20unprecedented%20level

s%20of%20aluminum,are%20fueling%20the%20ferocity%20of%20the%20super%20wildfire

s.

"A retired USAF brigadier general, Gen. Charles Jones, has been quoted from a public source as

stating, "These white aircraft spray trails are the result of scientifically verifiable spraying of

aluminum particles and other toxic heavy metals, polymers and chemicals."

"Millions of tons of aluminum and barium are being sprayed almost daily across the U.S., stated

Mills, a former naval officer and UCLA graduate. "Just sprinkle aluminum or barium dust on a fire

and see what happens. It's near explosive. When wildfires break out, the aluminum/barium dust

results in levels of fire intensity so great as to cause firefighters to coin a new term ̶ 'firenados,'

" he said. The entire U.S., in addition to various other NATO countries, are being sprayed."
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Jun 12

The ozone layer is being destroyed by this high altitude pollution, the soil is turning alkaline,

moisture is being held in suspension due to an excess of rain forming nuclei, and the heavy

metal nanoparticles (principally aluminum, barium, and strontium) and other agents (e.g.,

microplastic polymers and mold) in the debris fill the air column, harming the respiratory

and cognitive functioning of all life, not to mention blotting out the sun's life giving rays.

The fallout is sub-micron sized, which is highly problematic, given that anything smaller

than 6 microns passes straight into the bloodstream via the lungs and crosses the blood-

brain barrier. The bioavailable heavy metals we are inhaling increases our resonance with

damaging cellular radiation. Multiple toxic exposures, occuring simultaneously, can be

made 10-100 times worse than had they occurred in isolation due to a phenomenon called

"synergistic toxicity." The oxygen production and carbon sequestration function of

terrestrial plants and sea plankton have dropped precipitously in the last decade.

Pathogens and disease thrive in darkened, low O2 environments. Aluminum nanoparticles,

proven to be the primary component in the spraying, function as airborne dessicants as

well as fire accelerants, causing forest fires to burn hotter and faster. This material also

toxifies the soils, killing beneficial microbes and causing plant root systems to stop uptake

of nutrients to avoid contamination. The blanket of high altitude nanoparticles bind with

rising O2, preventing it from reaching and recharging the ozone layer, thus causing a

drastic rise in ultraviolet radiation -- including UVC -- hitting the ground, damaging the

plant and animal life that dwell therein. It doesn't help that employees of NOAA and the

National Weather Service have signed non-disclosure agreements and thus are not free to

reveal the crimes their agencies are engaged in.
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Phar Percheron Jun 12

good summary!
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John Guy Jun 12

Thanks, do you have any links that can be provided?
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Jun 12

This is all pulled from Dane Wigington radio presentations, much of which can be

sourced at geoengineeringwatch.org. But Dane is a carbon and ocean rise fear

monger. You would think that the Obamas buying beachfront property on

Martha's Vineyard would be all you need to know about the likelihood of us all

being under water shortly. He has copies of the NDA's and other materials.
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Jerard Capp Jun 12

But it also doesn't make sense that a hell of a lot of city people are buying

either second or first homes in the countryside. I also wonder why PG&E

admitted responsibility in starting the CA fires--did the Pentagon twist their

arm? (much is wrong but it's hell to analyze it effectively)
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Truthseeker Jun 12

And don’t forget Obama’s second home- an oceanfront Hawaiian oasis…

you’re right- Obama seems unafraid of oceans rising.
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Thanks for the link
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John Guy Jun 12

Thanks for the link
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Beatrice Aug 12

God help us
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Nanc Writes Nanc’s Substack Jun 12

I’m in agreement. I usually burn my yard waste, twigs, sticks, leaves. The last time I lit my

burn barrel, it was explosive, like someone poured gas or an accelerant on it. I just thank

God I always have my hose on and ready or it could have been a disaster. My fire pit cover

is black, we actually got some rain the other day and now it has a coating of white dust?

Looks like the days of dancing in the rain and eat snow have come to an end.

My worry is what is this doing to all the animals?
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John Guy Jun 12

That is a good question, what is it doing to the fish and animals that breath air....
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Beatrice Aug 12

Northern Michigan sky gridded several times a week. Plants, soils are dying. Few

monarchs, birds and bees. This needs to be halted and nature freed from such destructive

action by the elite.
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3. For anyone doubting the existence of the phenomenon of geoengineering/weather

modification, please follow the links for full documentation:

A. Geoengineering Programs and Weather Modification Experiments.

This article lists active geoengineering programs, proposals, experiments, field trials,

and weather modification programs worldwide:

https://climateviewer.com/2013/10/06/geoengineering-programs-weather-

modification-experiments/

B. Weather Modification Laws in the United States of America:

https://climateviewer.com/2016/05/14/weather-modification-laws-in-the-united-

states-of-america/

c. Extensive list of Patents:

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/an-extensive-list-of-patents/

For anyone doubting the existence of the phenomenon of geoengineering/weather

modification, please take a minute to read through this extensive list of patents from

America on equipment and processes used in just such programs.

The evidence is clear.Map of U.N. Tracking Weather Modification Projects (1952-

1999)

https://climateviewer.com/2019/10/03/map-of-united-nations-tracking-weather-

modification-projects-1952-1999/

*********

#1 There’s Barium and Aluminum in jet exhaust: Take a look at the IPCC’s report andExpand full comment
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Jun 12

That's not geo-engineering but geo-terrorism!

16 laws we need to exit Prison Planet

Politics got us in, politics is the way out ... after prayers!

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/laws-to-exit-planet-prison
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Mark terrell Jun 12

I like some of your solutions. No reason to blame masons though :).
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

I know you're being ironic, I write this for the rest:

Who are “the powers that shouldn't be”?

In the USA, some believe in a “deep state” conspiracy involving intelligence agencies,

corrupt politicians, military industrial complex, Big Pharma agency capture, etc. Yet,

they can’t explain how this “USA deep state” also works in synchronicity, within

hundreds of countries, where there’s no FBI, CIA, HHS, etc. There’s no money trail and

no favor-returning revolving-door linking USA with any other country’s deep state, yet

all governments followed the same scripted injuring COVID-response. Clockwork

coordination of COVID genocidal response proved the existence of a “global deep

state”, despite there is no global government!

There are no political or economic structures “formally” supporting such global

governance. Then, who could run a government in the shadows without no

mainstream media exposing it? Who controls global media in order to guarantee

global censorship? Who has the network to pay political parties and political careers

in hundreds of countries to control global politics?

In all countries, worship still had restrictions when everything else was opened in full.

Casinos were packed in Vegas while churches lock-downed. Why were churches the

last to recover freedom in every single lockdowned country without any exception? Is

there a secret war between the city of Satan or the civilization of God?

Most people still doubt that Freemasonry (which worships Lucifer) was behind the

scenes. Why? masonic secrecy. Why do they need secrecy to the extent of murdering

those who violate it? What do they need to hide? Good deeds or crimes? Not

goodness but evil needs secrecy in order to grow unchecked!
Expand full comment
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Msrian Jun 12

Spot on! And most people I know when I try to warn them think Freemasonry

doesn't have much power anymore.
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Subscribe! I'll soon post more like this:

Case study: Buffet

This business case shows how easy it is for masons to get monopolies with

huge profits over the sweat of the people, by infiltrating the controlling

organizations.

According to TheNation, Buffet is “a major investor in the most profitable

company you’ve never heard of—one used by hundreds of millions of

people worldwide, mostly without their knowledge.

The company is called Verisign, and it operates an essential backbone of

the Internet: registries for the domain names .com and .net, among others. If

you want to create, for example, MyWebsite.com, you buy the name from a

retailer like GoDaddy. But Verisign controls the global registry for .com, so

GoDaddy relies on Verisign to connect users to MyWebsite.com. Verisign

collects a small fee for this service, usually less than $10 a year. But drawing

that fee from an enormous pool of websites results in a massive revenue

stream.

As of September 2017, two of Verisign’s domain-name registries, the

aforementioned .com and .net, accounted for 145.8 million of the 330.7

million websites in existence, or nearly one in two. Take away the 144.7

million sites tied to a specific country (like .us, or .cn for China), and it’s more

like four out of five. Any company controlling 80 percent of a given market

can safely be termed a monopoly, though a spokesperson for Verisign said

in a statement that “we believe competition is thriving in the market.”
Expand full comment
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FYI: My beloved grandfather was a 32nd degree Mason and a God-loving

Christian. Definitely NOT a Satanist or Luciferian.
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Jk121 Writes Jk121’s Substack Jun 16

Most Masons have no idea what is really going on at the top. And for you to

know his degree being that degree you should know what that really means

and it’s disturbing that you obviously do not.
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margie Writes blue city Jun 14

Mine too, though not a Christian.
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HokuManaSan Jun 12

ACCURATE
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Marie Jun 12

Raytheon employee just on you tube now from Antarctica confirmed DEW being used and other

constructs doing Earthquakes. Worth watching. Disclosure is now happening.
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John Guy Jun 12

Do you have a link?

Here is what some folks have pointed out. First if it was done, it was easy to use plausible

deniability.

" Plausible deniability is the ability of people, typically senior officials in a formal or informal

chain of command, to deny knowledge of or responsibility for actions..."

"In Turkey's case: Turkey is no stranger to strong earthquakes, as it is situated along tectonic

plate boundaries. This is a well known fact that every Government knows.

The Arabian Peninsula is part of a tectonic plate that is making its way north into the Eurasian

Plate, and the entire nation of Turkey is getting squeezed aside.

What makes Turkey even more vulnerable is that the movement from the Anatolian plate is

essentially slipping along the fault lines of the North Anatolian fault zone, the most seismically

active fault zone in the world."

https://lamont.columbia.edu/

Most of the largest earthquakes in the past hundred years have been along the North Anatolian

Fault.

But stress has been building along another major fault: the East Anatolian Fault. That fault has

seen some big earthquakes in the past, says Patricia Martínez-Garzón, a seismologist at GFZ

Potsdam, a research center in Germany. But more recently, there hasn't been as much activity.

This Earthquake was along the East Anatolian Fault. So the question is did NATO/UDSA decide

to place an energy into the fault for the straw to break the camel's back.

************

It may not have been the first time.

Nations which go against US foreign policy agendas and objectives (or that have coveted

natural and energy resources) are all too often hit with catastrophic earthquakes. Question, is it

just an amazing coincidence? Please watch this 4 minute video covering tectonic weapons.

Are Microwave Transmission Facilities Being Used To Trigger Earthquakes?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBt9rqXkcXo

**********************

Nations which go against US foreign policy agendas and objectives (or that have coveted

natural and energy resources) are all too often hit with catastrophic earthquakes. Question, is it

just an amazing coincidence? Please watch this 4 minute video covering tectonic weapons.

Are Microwave Transmission Facilities Being Used To Trigger Earthquakes?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBt9rqXkcXo

Ionospheric Heaters and atmospheric resonance technology

https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3032

https://worldwidescience.org/topicpages/m/mobile+ionospheric+heaters.html

https://hal.science/hal-01082992

I assume everyone reading this knows of

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_HAARP.htm

. Less known is that HAARP is only one of several such facilities - and not the most powerful one

either.

There are others, here are five:

Mu Radar - 1 megawatt facility in Japan (34°51'14.80"N 136° 6'19.45"E).

Arecibo Observatory - 2 megawatt facility in Puerto Rico (18°20'38.97"N 66°45'9.77"W).

HIPAS - 70 megawatt facility east of Fairbanks, Alaska (64°52'21.18"N 146°50'18.78"W).

Sura - 190 megawatt facility in central Russia (56° 7'10.32"N 46° 2'4.41"E).

EISCAT - 1 gigawatt facility in Tromsø, Northern Norway (69°35'1.06"N 19°12'57.11"E).

(you can copy and paste the coordinates into google maps)

Infrared emissions above the epicenter increased dramatically in the days before the

devastating earthquake in Japan, say scientists.

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/haarp/esp_HAARP_47.htm#Atmosphere%20Above%20Ja

pan%20Heated%20Rapidly%20Before%20M9%20Earthquake

Last year, we looked at some fascinating data from the DEMETER spacecraft showing a

significant increase in ultra-low frequency radio signals before the magnitude 7 Haiti

earthquake in January 2010

Today, Dimitar Ouzounov at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Centre in Maryland and a few

buddies present the data from the Great Tohoku earthquake which devastated Japan on 11

March. Their results, although preliminary, are eye-opening.

They say that before the M9 earthquake, the total electron content of the ionosphere increased

dramatically over the epicenter, reaching a maximum three days before the quake struck.

At the same time, satellite observations showed a big increase in infrared emissions from above

the epicenter, which peaked in the hours before the quake. In other words, the atmosphere was

heating up.

These kinds of observations are consistent with an idea called the Lithosphere-Atmosphere-

Ionosphere Coupling mechanism. The thinking is that in the days before an earthquake, the

great stresses in a fault as it is about to give cause the release of large amounts of radon.

The radioactivity from this gas ionizes the air on a large scale and this has a number of knock on

effects. Since water molecules are attracted to ions in the air, ionization triggers the large-scale

condensation of water.

But the process of condensation also releases heat and it is this that causes infrared emissions.

"Our first results show that on March 8th a rapid increase of emitted infrared radiation was

observed from the satellite data," say Ouzounov and co.

These emissions go on to effect the ionosphere and its total electron content.

It certainly makes sense that the lithosphere, atmosphere and ionosphere are coupled in a way

that can be measured when one of them is perturbed. The question is to what extent the new

evidence backs up this idea. The Japan earthquake is the largest to have struck the island in

modern times and will certainly turn out to be among the best studied.

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/esp_ciencia_tsunami23.htm

A high-level Chinese military source secretly disclosed last week that the recent earthquake in

Sichuan Province caused a chain-reaction of explosions in the Sichuan mountain areas. The

explosions destroyed the Chinese army’s largest armory, new weapon test bases and part of

nuclear facilities including several nuclear warheads. This information is considered China’s top

military secret. […]

After carefully analyzing seismic data, military experts in southeast Asia confirmed a non-

geological shock had occurred at the earthquake epicenter. The energy released was

equivalent to that of an underground nuclear explosion.

There is not enough actual energy being outputted by ionospheric heaters to directly power an

earthquake, but they don’t need that much power if they merely act as nonlinear imbalances,

triggers, or redirectors of existing large natural energy flows.
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Was the earthquake just a random natural event? Or was it strategically and intentionally

created?

Consider this:

The official death toll was 80,000.

HAARP shut off ~8 hours before the quake struck.

Earthquake was of magnitude 8.0.

It happened on May 12th (5/12 = 5 + 1 + 2 = 8).

The earthquake occurred exactly 88 days before the Beijing Olympics.

The Olympics will begin on 8/8/08 at 8:08 PM.

Coincidence?

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/haarp/esp_HAARP_26.htm

***************

Subject: Did The NWO Use HAARP To Punish Turkey?

Nations which go against US foreign policy agendas and objectives (or that have coveted

natural and energy resources) are all too often hit with catastrophic earthquakes. Question, is it

just an amazing coincidence? Please watch this 4 minute video covering tectonic weapons.

Are Microwave Transmission Facilities Being Used To Trigger Earthquakes?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBt9rqXkcXo

The Truth, when you finally chase it down, is almost always far

worse than your darkest visions and fears.'

– Hunter S. Thompson, Kingdom of Fear

'The world is governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those who are

not behind the scenes' *

- Benjamin Disraeli, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

Did The NWO Use HAARP To Punish Turkey?

At the end of January 2023, talks between Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and the

Swedish Government detonated. In order to be accepted into NATO, Sweden and Finland

needed the vote from Turkey. But talks disintegrated after a Swedish-Danish politician set fire to

the Quran in front of the Turkish Embassy in Stockholm.

After Erdogan's declaration Turkey and Northern Syria were devastated by a series of

earthquakes in southern Turkey with a death toll that has reached over 11,000.

Turkey is no stranger to earthquakes. The majority of them occur in the eastern and western

portions of the Country. But strange anomalies occurred just before the earthquakes. Leading

many to question whether a HAARP weapon may have been used to punish the Turkish

Government for failing to tow the line of NATO's New World Order overlords.

These weapons of geopolitical terrorism will be able to mold the climate change narrative and

bend Countries to the will of the New World Order as the target date of UN Agenda 2030 draws

near.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2023/01/22/turkey-lenticular-cloud-saucer-bursa/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/marshallshepherd/2023/01/22/an-atmospheric-scientist-

explains-that-viral-rose-colored-ufo-cloud/?sh=7b335d654b6f

7b335d654b6fhttps://www.rte.

https://www.rte.ie/news/newslens/2023/0120/1349935-turkey-cloud/

“As a round, orange-tinted cloud hovered Thursday over Bursa, Turkey, it might have looked like

a flying saucer was about to land. But it was just a lenticular cloud — not uncommon in the

vicinity of tall mountains.

Photographs and videos of the cloud have gone viral, captivating viewers around the world.

Some have questioned the legitimacy of the images. But they’re genuine, and they offer an

opportunity to dive into some fascinating meteorology.”

https://banned.video/watch?id=63e3d1563527cd2ea2098784
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDY7t6HihCw

Dr Greer --National Press Club Event. Just finishing up now. Well worth watching.
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Thank you for the link....
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George Jun 12

"This Earthquake was along the East Anatolian Fault. So the question is did NATO/UDSA

decide to place an energy into the fault for the straw to break the camel's back."

So that means the earthquake was going to happen, but you think people messed with the

timing?
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John Guy Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

Many have said it was possible. Almost a perfect crime.

Did Infrared emissions above the epicenter increased dramatically before?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/marshallshepherd/2023/01/22/an-atmospheric-

scientist-explains-that-viral-rose-colored-ufo-cloud/?sh=7b335d654b6f

https://www.rte.ie/news/newslens/2023/0120/1349935-turkey-cloud/

“As a round, orange-tinted cloud hovered Thursday over Bursa, Turkey, it might have

looked like a flying saucer was about to land. But it was just a lenticular cloud — not

uncommon in the vicinity of tall mountains.

Photographs and videos of the cloud have gone viral, captivating viewers around the

world. Some have questioned the legitimacy of the images. But they’re genuine, and

they offer an opportunity to dive into some fascinating meteorology.”

https://banned.video/watch?id=63e3d1563527cd2ea2098784
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Many said COVID was a pandemic too.

What people say doesn't matter unless there is evidence and plausibility to back

it up.

The sun itself blasts us with more infrared energy every single day, than if we

combined all our power into IR energy.

Have you ever seen the Matterhorn? They get some very weird clouds in Zermat.

I've seen it firsthand.
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John Guy Jun 13 · edited Jun 13

FYI:

Source: Yoichi Shimatsu is a Hong Kong-based freelance journalist, He is

'Editor at Large' at the 4th Media and former editor of The Japan Times

Weekly in Tokyo and Pacific News Service in San Francisco. His uncle is

Yoichi Hirama, Rear Admiral (Maritime Self-Defense Force:Navy/Retired

1988) Professor, Director of Library of National Defense Academy (Retired

1998).

****************************************************

Fauci NIH team funded COVID biosynthesis - for over 20 years. however

China was the smokescreen, the fall guy, the last stage of an operation.

Wuhan was the last stage...the Deep State needed a

scapegoat/smokescreen to cover their crimes. This is standard practice....

************************************************************************

22 parts to Report: You may want to go down the rabbit hole and follow an

"Alternate theory." - However China was the smokescreen, the fall guy, the

final stage.

China was the Plausible deniability.

****************************************************************

Full Documentation -- Rabbit hole: 22 part series: There is much you are not

being told....

...............Biden-Obama- Fauci NIH team funded COVID biosynthesis - NIH

has been funding gain of function research for 20 years. It did not occurExpand full comment
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Part 2: The vilified National Institute of Virology in Wuhan :

The Intelligence committee will never tell the truth, legally they are not

able to disclose classified information............................

Biden-Obama- Fauci NIH team funded COVID biosynthesis - for over

20 years.

https://www.fredericknewspost.com/news/health/fort-detrick-lab-

shut-down-after-failed-safety-inspection-all/article_767f3459-59c2-

510f-9067-bb215db4396d.html

Fort Detrick lab shut down after failed safety inspection; all research

halted indefinitely

https://rense.com/general96/biden-obama-rice.php

COVID Coven- Fauci's NIH and Jeh Johnson's Department of

Homeland Security (DHS),

*****************************************************

You may want to go down the rabbit hole and follow an Alternate

theory.

The vilified National Institute of Virology in Wuhan.........................

"Yes, the Chinese can do reckless things with CRISPR and so do the

rest of the labs around the world with biotech capability. In Canada four

months prior to the Chinese team’s eviction, a shipment containing two

exceptionally virulent viruses—Ebola and Nipah—was sent from the

NML to China. When the shipment was traced, it was held to beExpand full comment
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Part 3:

Key point:

The vilified National Institute of Virology in Wuhan has been

operating less than 3 years since completion of construction of

China's first biosafety level 4 (BSL–4) laboratory.

China's first biosafety level 4 (BSL–4) laboratory: Much too short

a time-frame for bioweapons development. The Chinese did not

have the experience and skill to do it. For a virus to undergo two

transitions from its resident host bat, that is, to an intermediate

mammal species with genetic similarities with humans and then

into patient zero, with a fully adapted RNA structure capable of

rapid replication and defense mechanism in an unfamiliar human

immune system would take decades of trial-and-error mutations.

The human body is a complex system, especially due to our

omnivorous ancestry and social tendency, with a high degree of

disease resistance as compared with nearly all other life-forms.

The RNA of the horseshoe bat is less than 87 percent similar to

SARS-COV2 (COVID-19), meaning a 13 percent difference has to

be bridged, not an easy proposition, especially since bats

emerged 300 million years ago, whereas the human species have

been around for a mere 3 million years. Cross-infection is not just

about DNA sequences but also biological differentiation. Code

does not a human make, otherwise we'd all be married to sex

robots.
Expand full comment
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Jun 12

Why not plastics? Are they applied from satellites or bouncing HAARP from ground stations?

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/electro-quakes

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/satattack
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Why not focus on DEW rather than HAARP. Think of what would happen if you could put your

car in your microwave oven. Metal would melt long before plastic. Water (moisture) in tree trunks

would boil before dry bark would ignite.

BTW I'm not a scientist - these are just ideas and I have no substantiation.
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Have you seen a single demonstration of an external microwave generator (cell phone

towers broadcast microwaves all the time) that has set anything on fire? I haven't seen any,

and I've seen lots of demonstration of DEWs whether it be lasers, sonic pulses, or the skin

on fire crowd disperser.
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HAARP doesn't heat objects and it can't be directed. Have you seen the antenna arrays?
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I've seen references talking about bulging the ionosphere and bouncing back. Not my field.

Could they have developed a more modern transportable and aiming HAARP?
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I've seen such things being speculated on. Nothing real that I've ever seen or read.

Think about the energy released in a hurricane, big rain storm, or earthquake. It is so

many orders of magnitude away from what HAARP is capable of, if we ignore the

aiming problem.

How do they aim HAARP at all? Those are static antenna arrays.
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You don't need to aim if you have a satellite passing by every 5 minutes, right?

Aiming would be achieved by relaying the attack position, right?

About the necessary energy: maybe what they do is just a nuanced push: the

energy was already accumulated in the fault-line, just needed a little help from

above... the energy was already accumulated in a low pressure area, maybe a

little push would get it moving... the same as seeding clouds.

Now the fires... anybody?
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In chaos theory, the butterfly effect: “is the sensitive dependence on initial

conditions in which a small change in one state of a deterministic nonlinear

system can result in large differences in a later state.

Lorenz noted that the butterfly effect is derived from the metaphorical

example of the details of a tornado (the exact time of formation, the exact

path taken) being influenced by minor perturbations such as a distant

butterfly flapping its wings several weeks earlier.

He discovered the effect when he observed runs of his weather model with

initial condition data that were rounded in a seemingly inconsequential

manner. He noted that the weather model would fail to reproduce the

results of runs with the unrounded initial condition data. A very small

change in initial conditions had created a significantly different outcome.”
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Models... I want plausible things here. I want to see even a small scale

demonstration to determine plausibility. HAARP is sending RF

frequencies in the radio range. When have you ever seen radio waves

(as in shortwave radio) do anything of the sort people are alleging? I

mean a simple demonstration would be really easy since that

technology has been around forever.
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It is not remotely the same as seeding clouds. The energy is already present

in the clouds. Cloud seeding simply makes a small change in the

condensation point of water with metals like silver. Like adding salt on the

road in winter to melt the ice at a lower temperature.

It's not even remotely analogous to creating a rainstorm or hurricane.
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If the energy was accumulated in the fault line, then it's a natural earthquake

which was inevitable no?

Those satellites are tiny, how much energy do you think they can reflect?

They can't deflect enough microwaves to do anything other than

communicate. The physics simply isn't there.
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How about a HAARP from the sky, using a constellation of satellites?
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Aside from the energy problem, you would be able to see the hundreds of

satellites aligned to deflect that kind of power required to do these things. It

simply doesn't add up. Not plausible.
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Thank you for your patience! I love to discuss with an open mind. You didn't

answer about the butterfly effect, why? so you don't discard hurracaning,

right?

Neither you discard cloud seeding with EMFs, right?

And you don't discard triggering a developing earthquake before its time,

right?

With respect to power, how about resonance? using laser-like coherent

soundwaves ?

Another theory states that the energy is accumulated in the ionosphere until

it bounces back with a full blow. Thoughts?
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Cloud seeding is real and is a commercial activity. Insurance

companies hire cloud seeding to reduce the size of hail for example. It

can increase rainfall by maybe max 15% at the expense of rainfall

somewhere else. It can't create clouds or storms.

I don't know of any cloud seeding using EMFs. What frequency? What

is the mechanism?

Butterfly effect is a theory. Both examples you give relate to complex

systems with so many variables that small changes in one variable

leads to a very different outcome. It's not creating energy where there

is none. It's not changing small amounts of energy into large amounts.

Fundamentally, massive rain storms, hurricanes and earthquakes

involve massive amounts of energy. If we were to create them, we

would have to generate the energy and then direct it. There is no

plausible explanation or capability for us to do either of those things

and both of them would be near impossible to hide.

Soundwaves are readily measurable and at those energy levels you

would probably see compression waves. (like you do in big explosions)

The amount of energy being put into the ionosphere by HAARP is

miniscule compared to an earthquake or hurricane. How could it be

stored there without anyone noticing if they were doing it over a period

of what 100 years?

I simply can't see it adding up. If we want to believe that these massive

energy events are not natural, we have to come to the table with

plausibility and evidence.

I am pretty sure there are a variety of ways to trigger earthquakes

before their time. Explosives and digging are two methods that are

obvious. But again, why do we care about the timing, unless we were

going to move everyone away and then trigger it?
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Thank you again! I really appreciate your logic and technical

expertise. Maybe I wasn't clear enough. Here's everything in order

(more or less), for you to criticize:

Proton-quakes

12 Mar 2022 Settled science: a peer-reviewed study proved with

statistic certainty (1:10 000 error probability) that proton

emissions form solar flares were correlated with first-shock

strong earthquakes (>5.6). The study was statistically robust: “20

years of proton density and velocity data, as recorded by the

SOHO satellite, and the worldwide seismicity in the

corresponding period, as reported by the ISC-GEM catalogue.” 1

Could special satellites emit enough protons?

About the necessary energy: it could be

• a nudge to liberate accumulated energy

• resonance (especially in the non-audible infrasonic ultrasonic

ranges

• laser-like coherent wave

• power concentration / lensing

Hurracaning:

In chaos theory, the butterfly effect: “is the sensitive dependence

on initial conditions in which a small change in one state of a

deterministic nonlinear system can result in large differences in aExpand full comment
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The sun releases more energy in one day than we can

generate on earth in a millenium. Satellites are low power

because they need to last a long time without getting

refueled. Comparing satellite power output to the sun is like

sand to a mountain.

Plus, if satellites were putting out protons we would see them

in the measurements no?

Lorenez was using a model and yes we know small changes

in model inputs can results in completely different final

states. That is the chaos theory. But different final states

does not mean we start with energy of x and end up with

1000x.

In tornados, he was seeing if they would form a vortex, but

the energy in the system is fairly constant (the energy in the

storm itself). How the storm manifests -- how that energy

gets released -- can change with a lot of variables.

In hurricanes the energy is massive. We can't create that sort

of energy. Can we manipulate some of it. I'm sure they did

these experiments in the 60's dropping dry ice into

hurricanes, which I'm sure altered some details of it, but it did

not substantially change the energy, nor were they able to

control the direction it went.

"That would explain how it would be easy to create an

enhanced tornado or a guided hurricane."
Expand full comment
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Thank you! what if the satellites are equipped with

proton cannons from nuclear energy?

Can't constant microwaving from satellites turn drying
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Can't constant microwaving from satellites turn drying

vegetation even dryer and then heat to the point of

ignition?

Have you seen the images here? What could be

causing them?:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/satattack

LIKE (1) REPLY (2)

George Jun 13

Plus back to chaos theory. How would they know

how much and where? They can't predict the

outcomes.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress

Jun 13

Not with our tech, but they have the smartest

AI, plus the most sophisticated computing

arrays (if not working quantum computing).

We didn't believe they could achieve a nano-

carbon-tube based router and yet we are

detecting them in the injected.

We didn't believe they could achieve a self-

replicating vaccine and yet we proved COVID

vaccine shedding and DNA rings which

changed our DNA in our cells to produce

Satan-knows-what.

I wouldn't be surprised they've mastered

weather modelling to unimaginable

possibilities.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2)

Continue Thread →

George Jun 13

You would be able to measure those microwaves

with a device on amazon. I have one. Where is the

evidence if it is so easy to obtain?

LIKE (1) REPLY (2)

Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress

Jun 13

Considering several spots were detected as

the fire starters, it almost certain those blasts

are quite focused. Therefore, there’s even less

chance to have an instrument at that exact

location. Also, even if you’ve got one, maybe it

could fry.

How about invisible lasers? out of human eye

spectrum?

LIKE (1) REPLY

Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress

Jun 13

If they were using to start fires in the

wilderness, there not much of a chance you'd

be there at that exact time and place (maybe

they blast at night).

LIKE (1) REPLY (2)

Continue Thread →

John Jun 12

Any phased array if correctly controlled can be directed. That's how modern radar systems

for example work. I think the person doing this has rather more power at his command than

a silly HAARP site could muster up even if they could control it. I think these are all warning

shots across the bows of the north American terrorist regimes in DC and Ottawa and as

they have not been heeded the plants and cities producing terrorist materials will be next

until the terrorists are handed over by the populace for summary justice, the judgements

for these people have already been handed down. But I'm just fantasising of course.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

George Jun 13

Yes, phased array can aim within the line of sight arc of the array. But not past the

horizon unless they're bouncing the waves off of something and MHz RFs aren't

going to create hurricanes. As you note.

LIKE (2) REPLY

George Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

I have witnessed firsthand how a structure can burn while the trees did not. This happened very near

my cottage 10 years ago. All the ground cover was burned to soot, two cottages were reduced to

ashes every tree except one (one directly downwind of the cottage that burned) were fine.

There were no energy weapons involved. Only careless burning of leaves with very dry and windy

conditions.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

John Guy Jun 12

How close to your cottage were the trees and what time of the year?

Tree full of spring water will not burn easy

Did you witness a car engine with this:

"“The holes that were burned through the hoods of cars all the way through the engine blocks

are a little bit suspicious.”

******************************

Dr. Judy Wood, a former assistant professor at Clemson University, has developed compelling

evidence that a directed energy weapon turned the physical matter of the World Trade Center

towers into nano-particles through the process of molecular dissociation. 

Dr. Judy Wood – 9/11 Directed Energy Weapon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZJZRxBrS4I

Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) - a category used to differentiate from Kinetic Energy

weapons such as explosives and nukes which do not explain the evidence. Government, media

and most truth groups will not correctly discuss DEW-related evidence.

Proofs:

1400 Toasted Cars  “Located blocks from the WTC buildings, with door handles missing, engine

blocks missing, blistering on some parts of the car finish, strange rust patterns on the bodies of

the cars.”

Pile of Cars Spontaneously Combusted – “In a news video, the entire pile of cars started burning

spontaneously at the same time with no visible cause, it was not a fire that started in one car

and spread to others.” 
Expand full comment
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Doug Writes Doug’s Substack Jun 13

Judy Wood is a nutjob.

LIKE (2) REPLY

George Jun 13 · edited Jun 13

It was spring and I think only one tree (immediately downwind of a burning cottage)

burned. None of the other trees did.

No cars burned because people were there at the fire including members of my family.

Also, forest fires can reach a high enough temperature to melt metal under the right

conditions.

https://wildfiretoday.com/2011/02/26/at-what-temperature-does-a-forest-fire-burn/

Particularly under high winds which is exactly what some of the CA conditions were.

As for Dr Judy Wood, she is misleading in the first minute. The buildings did not turn into

dust, they generated a lot of dust. There is a big difference. If you drop concrete on the

ground, it breaks and generates dust and smaller pieces of concrete.

Here, this photo of the WTC shows quite clearly the building did not turn to dust. This

photo right here invalidates her claim immediately.

https://www.911tap.org/images/articles/2019/08/RichardDrew_MarriottComposite_05640

.png

In the next minute she shows the building standing and talks about mass, except the vast

majority of a standing building is open space! That is it's whole purpose, to create usable

space, so these buildings maximize usable space.

Just using a suitcase and clothes as an example, I can crumple X amount of shirts in a

suitcase and if I fold them, I get 3x more space to add other things. Same mass, different

space.
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John Guy Jun 13

You are dismissing Dr, Judy Wood too quickly, what are you afraid of?

As the doctor said : Where did the mass of the building go? It did not make it to the

ground.

The dust was the former building.
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George Jun 13

I have watched so many of these things and why would i trust her when she is

intentionally misleading in the first 5 minutes.

The building mass did reach the ground. They spent months hauling the remains

away and yes a lot of concrete turns to dust on collapse.

watch any demolition and you will see the same thing.

I will skim through more later to see if it gets any better.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

John Guy Aug 12

You either understand History or you trust the government. You cannot do

both.

LIKE REPLY (1)

George Aug 12

If you want to apply binary logic to a complex thing like 9/11 then

you're going to get it wrong 100% of the time.

I certainly trust government incompetence. I also am very open to it

being a false flag. But it can be a false flag with the planes simply

crashing into them causing a cascading failure leading to destruction.

It doesn't require demolitions or a ray gun.

LIKE REPLY (1)

John Guy Aug 12 · edited Aug 12

You are wrong Sir...

Two things about the London Tower fire and the 911 tragedy

stands out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2NFKJKFZX8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZJZRxBrS4I

1. The horror of all those victims trapped in that inferno.

2. The fact is a poorly constructed building made from steel is still

standing in London. Can anyone name any steel structures that

have come down because of fire other than the towers in New

York in the last 100 years?

1400 Toasted Cars “Located blocks from the WTC buildings, with

door handles missing, engine blocks missing, blistering on some

parts of the car finish, strange rust patterns on the bodies of the

cars.”

Pile of Cars Spontaneously Combusted:

“In a news video, the entire pile of cars started burning

spontaneously at the same time with no visible cause, it was not a

fire that started in one car and spread to others.”

Dr. Judy Wood, a former assistant professor at Clemson

University, has developed compelling evidence that a directed

energy weapon turned the physical matter of the World Trade

Center towers into nano-particles through the process ofExpand full comment
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George Aug 13

A lot of the concrete mass was turned to dust. The method

of collapse would have been very complicated especially the

bending of the metal which would release energy in a million

different ways which these rudimentary calculations would

never be able to make.

These calculations are as egregious (based on very basic

models) as the pandemic models created by the authorities.

LIKE REPLY

George Aug 13

Your comparison isn't even remotely scientific and belies a

gross ignorance of engineering. Are you seriously comparing

the London fire with the twin towers?

Are you trying to assert the construction was even

comparable? Do you have any basic understanding of

engineering principles? Obviously not, because everything

about those buildings was different including engineering,

materials, size, etc.

LIKE REPLY (1)

John Guy Aug 13 · edited Aug 13

Dr. Judy Wood, a former assistant professor at Clemson

University, has developed compelling evidence that a

directed energy weapon turned the physical matter of

the World Trade Center towers into nano-particles

through the process of molecular dissociation.

You have not presented any facts or understanding of

engineering principles, all you have are grade school

insults. Too bad for you George...

**************************************

Brief Biographical Sketch for

Judy D. Wood, Ph.D.

Dr. Judy Wood earned a Ph.D. Degree from Virginia

Tech and is a former professor of mechanical

engineering. She has research expertise in experimental

stress analysis, structural mechanics, deformation

analysis, materials characterization and materials

engineering science. Her research has involved testing

materials, including complex-material systems, in the

area of photomechanics, or the use of optical and

image-analysis methods to determine physical

properties of materials and measure how materials

respond to forces placed on them. Her area of expertise

involves interferometry in forensic science. She taught

graduate and undergraduate engineering classes and
Expand full comment
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George Aug 13 · edited Aug 13

That sure sounds like projection because you just

compared the London fire to the Trade Towers

which is ludicrous from an engineering

perspective.

If you perceived insults, it's because the points I

raised bely ignorance of engineering.

Your arguments are all indirect based on authority.

There are a lot of folks with impressive sounding

degrees talking nonsense.
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Doug Writes Doug’s Substack Jun 13

I live in Santa Rosa and experienced these fires (and the horrible smoke) first-hand. During the night

the fires happened in 2017, I heard explosions all night long - until I was awakened by a call from my

fiancee at 5AM, I had assumed that these were lightning strikes arising from the crazy windy

weather. In retrospect, what I must have been hearing was all those cars exploding. Static electricity

was off the map at that time - I was getting shocked all day long every time I touched ground for

weeks.

Sonoma County had been buffeted by nearly gale-force "Santa Ana" winds for the preceding month

before the fires happened, and years of neglectful forestry practices resulted in incredible amounts

of available fuel on the forest floor. Yes, large fires are capable of generating their own weather (fire

"tornadoes").

This guy claiming a lack of any "weather fronts" completely neglects to mention these winds that

were blowing for several weeks prior to the fires. I find it difficult to believe they didn't also affect his

location in Lake County. As for cars, I can't confirm "holes burned through hoods and engine blocks"

but I can confirm there were thousands of cars burned, all of which presumably contained fuel tanks

and fuel within the engines. Likewise natural gas lines were burning like roman candles after the fires,

prior to utility workers locating the main shutoffs. And people in the countryside had propane tanks

for fuel - more sources for explosions and fuel. The destruction that occurred wasn't just from a

"forest fire" - by the time it was sweeping through neighborhoods, it had an exotic fuel cocktail

feeding it.

I'm unconvinced we need to go to a DEW explanation for a human-created tragedy.

I heard similar "explanations" regarding 9-11, without any proof we had weapons with that kind of

destructive force 22 years ago. Controlled demolition was so much more likely than some hitherto-

unknown and unfalsifiable space weapon in that case.

Show me definitive proof of such weapons and I might consider this "War of the Worlds" scenario a

viable possibility. Until then, I'm comfortable with less outlandish explanations. Not every tragic event

is a conspiracy...

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

John Guy Jun 13 · edited Jun 13

Explain the Kmart burning to the ground with no trees around?

" even crossed an eight-lane highway before burning down an entire Kmart store in just hours."

Trees around kmart were just fine.

Https://www.northbaybusinessjournal.com/article/industrynews/sonoma-county-indian-health-

project-confirms-plans-for-70000sf-new-clinic/?ref=related

Compare to another Kmart on fire:

Firefighters battle 3-alarm blaze at Kmart building in east Las Vegas

https://www.reviewjournal.com/local/east-valley/firefighters-battle-3-alarm-blaze-at-kmart-

building-in-east-las-vegas-2712478/

In the past years Fire Captain John Lord speaks out about the recent California

wildfires(2017/2018) and explains how the fires could not have been created naturally.

Highly Decorated Fire Captain John Lord speaks out about the possible directed energy

weapons used to start over 16 major fires that began in the middle of the night in

Napa/Sonoma/Mendocino Counties.

Fire Captain Lord says that based on his 30 years of experience.

Just what is your experience in fighting fires?

LIKE (1) REPLY (3)

Doug Writes Doug’s Substack Jun 13

Now, Jon Lord of Deep Purple... There's a guy I miss ; )

LIKE (1) REPLY

Doug Writes Doug’s Substack Jun 13

I have not found ANY references to "Fire Captain John Lord" other than that one video. All

the other retiring fire captains from Lakeport don't look like hippies... Just sayin'...

LIKE (1) REPLY

Doug Writes Doug’s Substack Jun 13

I just spent an hour doing a well-considered rebuttal to this, and it magically disappeared

within a couple of minutes of being posted. I'm not going to spend that time again.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

John Guy Aug 12

Sorry to hear that, you should have gotten a message given you a chance to have it

placed back into the comments. At least Quora does allows appeals.

LIKE REPLY

General John H Forney Jun 12

Somewhere Nicola Tesla is smiling. 

😁

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

John Guy Jun 12

Thant would be nice indeed....

LIKE (2) REPLY

Jeanette Jun 12

John, you need to start a substack with all this important info please, thank you

LIKE (2) REPLY

E Lye Jun 12

404 http://christianobserver.net/documents/engdahl-full-spectrum-dominance.pdf

LIKE (2) REPLY (3)

John Guy Jun 12

https://christianobserver.net/?s=+Full+Spectrum+Dominance&id=40986

They have a new link, thanks for the the head up...

LIKE (3) REPLY

John Guy Jun 12

https://archive.org/details/william-engdahl-full-spectrum-dominance-274-pgs

LIKE (3) REPLY

John Guy Jun 12

https://christianobserver.net/were-directed-energy-weapons-involved-in-no-cal-fires/

LIKE (3) REPLY

Truthseeker Jun 12 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

What does the new world order warfare look like??

Weaponizing nature intentionally … against people.

- through fires

-manipulation of viruses

-GeoEngineering the weather

-releasing chemicals into the atmosphere

Destroying infrastructure-

-destroying animal processing plants that feed the population

-destroying food plants

-destroying natural gas plants

-Train derailments

-disruptions in plane travel

-blowing up bridges

I think we are at war, we’re just unaware.

LIKED (44) REPLY (6)

el Gallinazo Jun 12

Agree with everything on your list other than manipulation of (weaponizing) viruses. This was simply

a fall back position to capture the minds of conservatives and libertarians after the bat soup theory

fell apart. Our Overlords are all in favor of this.

Advantages: Makes the virus theory even scarier. Gets North Americans extra pissed at the Chinese

which will make a proper ambience for the coming World War. Avoids the issue that there was no

difference between CV-1984 and the seasonal flu (whatever that is) in either symptoms or lethality.

Bottom line: There was no "novel" virus. They just rebranded the flu, suckers, with the most

grandiose propaganda rollout in known human history.
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Mark Crispin Miller Jun 12 Author

That rules out the possibility of biowarfare, suggesting that "there-was-no-virus" actually may

have deep state support.

LIKE (12) REPLY (3)

JustANobody Jun 12

Aren't vaccines biowarfare?

LIKED (14) REPLY (2)

aj Jun 12

Bingo. It has been said the 'viral pandemic' was created for the jab, not the other way

around

LIKED (14) REPLY (1)

Bull Dog Jun 12

Definitely. Think about it, the Globalists would not release a truly dangerous

airborn virus that THEY could get.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2)

Yet Another Tommy Writes Tommy's Excellent Newsletter Jun 12

By that logic they are also more careful with nuclear weapons.

LIKE (2) REPLY

KundaliniAndCellTowers Jun 12

Unless they had the antidote or an effective chelation treatment (for the

heavy metals), or are just certified sociopathic satanists.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Duchess Jun 12

When people wake up out of the trance and the lies, yes.

LIKE (1) REPLY

el Gallinazo Jun 12

Not really sure what you mean by your comment. The last thing the deep state wants is for

the public at large to realize that there was no "novel" virus. There is little that pisses off

people more than to realize that they have been played for fools. Additionally, our Overlords

are not done with using viral scamdemics to put the WHO and its Ethiopian war

criminal/Gates sock puppet in position of the world politburo. And they need the fear of

viruses to do it. The last thing we can have is people at large rolling their eyes and scoffing

at the next virus rollout. Bill Gates would not be nearly as smirky. What we need is fear and

lots of it. Maybe their new treaty to rule the world might not be as attractive.

LIKE (6) REPLY

mary-lou Jun 12

they needed a 'virus' and a 'pandemic' to be able to roll out the mRNA shots.

LIKE (3) REPLY

AJ Jun 12

You are spot on, and it behoves us to be ahead of the curve

LIKED (8) REPLY (1)

KundaliniAndCellTowers Jun 12

How would you suggest we do that? I moved to Hawaii in Jan. 2020, only to find the spraying

just as bad here with a sheeplike population that wears their masks and takes their CDC

recommended shots. Hawaii also is home to the GMO papaya.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Marcion Writes Marcion's Substack Jun 12

In Poisoning Paradise, doesn't Pierce Brosnan allege that Hawaii is among the most

poisoned states? That Big Pharma and Big Ag are trying all sorts of experimental stuff?

LIKED (3) REPLY

Rebecca S. Jun 12

Truthseeker - I think you're right. Also destroying trust and incentivizing people to be against each

other. Perhaps unfortunately that should be added to the list.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Nanc Writes Nanc’s Substack Jun 12

Not all of us.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Duchess Jun 12

Couldn't have articulated it any better.

Thank you. Keeping.

LIKE (2) REPLY

TLH Aug 15

We have been unaware. They have a plan. They have an agenda. But so do we... we will WIN this war

- humanity has won.

LIKE REPLY

Maria Jun 12 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

Now that I have stopped crying for the time being, my rage is growing. Because of who I am, I struggle to

understand how people could be so ruthless, so megalomanical, so anti-life. It is my belief in a supreme

being (or God, if you prefer) and good people like you, Mark, and those who support you, that my hope for

us all has not completely been extinguished (pun definitely intended).

LIKED (23) REPLY (2)

AJ Jun 12

Don't worry Maria, God will prevail

LIKE (9) REPLY (1)

Maria Jun 12

Thanks, AJ, for your faith and sharing it.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Sane Franciscan Writes Sane Francisco Jun 12

✨🙏✨

LIKE (4) REPLY

Elizabeth Hanson Jun 12 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

I think what makes you different from your university colleagues, and had made me different from mine

(retired) is that we are willing to be curious, skeptical and look at darkness. It's weird how strong the

normalacy bias is in our supposed intellectual and critical thinking colleagues! Keep up the great work!

LIKE (22) REPLY (2)

Mark Crispin Miller Jun 12 Author

Where and what did you teach?

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Elizabeth Hanson Jun 12

I taught English as a second language at Shoreline Community College just north of Seattle for

29 years. I had already planned to retire in the summer of 2021. :-) It was surprising to see how

few questioned the vaccine or lockdowns!!

LIKE (6) REPLY

Bull Dog Jun 12

I think it is more than that. The Marxists worked hard for years to take over our institutions and

especially school systems.

We are doomed.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

aj Jun 12

"the long march through the institutions". Everyone should home school

LIKE (7) REPLY

Bob Coviello Jun 12

Must Watch Interview and Transcript:

(The plot laid bare by Soviet defector Yuri Bezmenov and co-opted by our Elites)

https://bigthink.com/the-present/yuri-bezmenov/

LIKE (3) REPLY

John Guy Jun 12 · edited Jun 12 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

Context:

Geoengineering is the crown jewel of the Military Industrial Complex. It is in the public record and laws

that have instructed the MS Media to never mention it.

The Truth, when you finally chase it down, is almost always far

worse than your darkest visions and fears.'

– Hunter S. Thompson, Kingdom of Fear

********************************

'The world is governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those who are not behind

the scenes' *

- Benjamin Disraeli, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

*******************************************************************************************************

Every aspect of our weather is being altered and manipulated by geoengineering programs, including

hurricanes / cyclones. Radio frequency / microwave transmission installations have been and are a core

component of the ongoing global climate engineering operations.

Ionospheric Heaters and atmospheric resonance technology

https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3032

******************

https://www.science.gov/topicpages/h/haarp+ionospheric+heater

ionospheric+heater

******************Expand full comment

LIKED (16) REPLY (1)

John Guy Jun 12

Footnote:

The scripted nature of mainstream meteorologist's narratives is not hard to see through. Corporate

meteorologists are playing the part of cover-up for the climate engineering programs.

A script that ultimately originates from climate engineering contractor Raytheon who does all the

modeling for the National Weather Service (NWS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration NOAA (both government agencies have an illegal federal gag order on them). The 5

and 2 minute videos report below provides input on Hurricane Florence and some of the potential

agendas behind the manipulation of this storm.

Source:

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/file/10_8_15_NWS_gag_complaint.pdf

**********************

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/file/Peer_-

_Weather_Service_Employees_Tethered_By_Illegal_Gag_Orders_-_2015-10-21.pdf

Bill Hopkins, the executive vice president for the National Weather Service employees organization

(NWSEO) said this:

“As a taxpayer, I find it highly disturbing that a government agency continues to push gag orders to

hide how they operate. This is the work of the American government, owned by the American public,

and should be open to the American public.”

Jeff Ruch, the executive director "PEER" (Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility) said

this about the "gag orders".

“The National Weather Service is about the last place where national security-style secrecy rules

need to be enforced,” Ruch noted that the broad scope of the gag orders put much of what goes onExpand full comment

LIKED (9) REPLY

jill Jun 12

The genetic takeover of life on planet earth.

These two young environmental journalists were horrified enough to write a book about it at the time,

which is no longer in print.

https://ratical.org/PandemicParallaxView/TheEarthBrokers-1994.pdf

Agenda 21 signed (not "ratified") by 156 countries in Rio de Janeiro June 1992.

The main goal of this "environmental" international conference was the OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL

OVER ALL BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ON EARTH BY THE PHARMACEUTICAL AND EMERGING

BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES.

Redefined biodiversity as GENETIC CODES.

"This implicitly equates the diversity of ALL life on the planet, all plants and all animals to THE DIVERSITY

OF GENETIC CODES AND BIOTECHNOLOGY AS ESSENTIAL FOR THE CONSERVATION AND

SUSTAINABLE USE OF ALL BIODIVERSITY ON THE PLANET."

https://twitter.com/BernieSpofforth/status/1620325590556618753?cxt=HHwWgsDR2cXixvwsAAAA

Longtime Alaskan Begich family - the author of Angels Don't Play This Haarp', Nick Begich, whose father

died in a small plane in 1972 with Pentagon Papers holder and House majority leader Hale Boggs.

Youngest - and dissenting - member of the Warren Commission and father of Cokie Roberts.

https://www.abebooks.com/9780964881204/Angels-Play-Haarp-Advances-Tesla-0964881209/plp

LIKE (12) REPLY (3)

jill Jun 12

More History Lesson From the Land of Haarp

"According to author Joan Mellen in her book A Farewell to Justice, Jim Garrison told her it was

actually Hale Boggs that prompted him to reopen his investigation into the assassination of the

President.

In April 1971, he made a speech on the floor of the House in which he strongly attacked Federal

Bureau of Investigation Director J. Edgar Hoover and the whole of the FBI.[17]

That led to a conversation on April 6, 1971 between President Richard M. Nixon and the Republican

minority leader, Gerald Ford. Nixon said that he could no longer take counsel from Boggs as a senior

member of Congress. In the recording of this call, Nixon asked Ford to arrange for the House

delegation to include an alternative to Boggs. Ford speculated that Boggs was either drinking too

much or taking pills that were upsetting him mentally.[18]

On April 22, 1971, Boggs went even further: "Over the postwar years, we have granted to the elite

and secret police within our system vast new powers over the lives and liberties of the people. At the

request of the trusted and respected heads of those forces, and their appeal to the necessities of

national security, we have exempted those grants of power from due accounting and strict

surveillance."[19][self-published source] "

Excuse me for resorting to wikiPedia...... for the above.

But this link is quite interesting pertaining to the huge rabbit's Warren - not just a hole - of Haarp,

JFK, and all manner of shitfuckery.

https://educationforum.ipbhost.com/topic/22683-new-details-uncovered-in-1972-disappearance-

of-congressman-hale-boggs/

LIKED (13) REPLY (2)

Mark Crispin Miller Jun 12 Author

Then he died in a plane crash.

LIKED (8) REPLY (1)

jill Jun 12

Yes,

historical patterns, particularly of plane crashes and congressional races are blinding these

days, n'est-ce pas?

There have been 8 Alaskan Senators in 64 years - 2 initially appointed. Murkowski the

father ran against Begich in 1970 for House and lost......got elected to the Senate 10 years

later and appointed his daughter Lisa to that Senate seat in 2002 when he became

Governor. Ted Stevens was appointed to the Senate in 1968 after being Alaska's Rep,

when Senator Bob Bartlett died. Stevens' first wife died in a plane crash in 1978 and he

died in a plane crash in 2009 after having been politically assassinated by the DOJ and a

Begich taking his Senate seat.

Don Young took Nick Begich's House seat after his death in the 1972 plane crash, after

having run against him in 1972 and losing. Begich, though deceased won reelection before

Don Young won it in a special election in 1973.

Because you can not have a dead man as a Representative I guess.

Don Young died suddenly on a plane en route to Alaska in 2022.

Nick Begich III ran for Young's seat in 2022 and lost.

In 2004, when the appointed Lisa Murkowski actually ran for her Senate seat, she won.

District-by-district totals gave her 226,992 votes, while her official total was 149,446

votes with 200 percent voter turnout in 16 of the districts.

North To The Future!

LIKED (8) REPLY

jill Jun 12

Also yahoo article from March 9 2023 titled, "US Research Station Haarp did not cause Turkey-

Syria Earthquake experts say" is now no longer.

I haven't tried Wayback yet.

https://news.yahoo.com/us-research-station-haarp-did-045130990.html

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

George Jun 12

You are mixing up these things. There is no plausible way HAARP can create an

earthquake. There IS however a relationship between the ionosphere and the energy

movements underground that might allow one to predict an earthquake from changes in

the ionosphere that precede it. That has established scientific research behind it.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

jill Jun 12

Thank you.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

jill, Yes, the very crux of all of this is them wanting to make everything and everyone THEIR property

one way or another. That is their only real interest in the environment or species conservation etc. If

you really read what is in agreements and documents it all boils down to ownership and control of

everything they think is possibly exploitable in some way. This is what "environmentalism" has

always been about for them.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1)

jill Jun 12

Thank you Et's.

That was what I was hoping to convey with these comments.

LIKE (7) REPLY

Cairn - mutual eye-rolling Jun 12

Thank you for all your work Jill.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

jill Jun 13

That was very sweet of you to say!

I noticed your bio talks of honest dogs......this one is so much like our dog of 18 years, I can't

resist sending....both being possibly the most lovable and dishonest dogs I've ever seen.....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-7WI3_r0oU

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Cairn - mutual eye-rolling Jun 13

Those people who take their dog for a walk but spend all their time looking at their phone.

All the alert communication possibilities of a dog.

LIKE (2) REPLY

KundaliniAndCellTowers Jun 12

Thank you for going there. I followed the Paradise and Santa Rosa fires very closely. Pacific Gas and

Electric was doing suspicious smart meter and other work just prior, gale force winds came out of

nowhere, and military personnel pre-positioned. I saw vids from the day after where metal was melted but

plastic trashcans unscathed. Microwaves and more at work. We are under attack.

LIKE (12) REPLY

ACroneintheWoods Jun 12

Years ago I watched General Hospital, there was some token bad guy, Soros type that was inventing the

weather machine. We used to laugh at such a ridiculous storyline. Not so funny now. Odd how Hollywood

predicts so much of the future.

LIKE (12) REPLY (2)

Mark Crispin Miller Jun 12 Author

Weather modification research used to be routinely reported by the US press. That's where it first

came out, not from Hollywood.

LIKE (9) REPLY (3)

Nanc Writes Nanc’s Substack Jun 12

Yes that is true. But, I do think the “predictive “ programming does shed light on things too. It’s

like a book series a read a few years ago by Dean Koontz, The Jane Hawk series. It was almost

identical to what we’re dealing with today regarding the alleged vaccines, (which are bio

weapons) all the way down to the sub-Z temps of the injection.

I remember talking to people about this series and on how it gave me chills, only to be living it

today.

So, I have to ask, how did this author write a fiction series a few years before this rolled out in our

lives today? Who does he know? What does he know that we don’t? I have to admit the series

was a page turner. One I’d prefer not to be living though. Me, I don’t believe in coincidences.

LIKE (6) REPLY

Marcion Writes Marcion's Substack Jun 12

Amy Goodman used to attend the geoengineering conventions and report on them regularly.

Not sure if she does any more, havent watched since they started taking Gates money

LIKE (1) REPLY

ACroneintheWoods Jun 12

Did they have an evil villain that Luke had to save the world from?

LIKE (1) REPLY

AJ Jun 12

Watched GH for 30 years! Both Jason and Jax were fired for not getting the shot

LIKE (4) REPLY

aj Jun 12

During the CA 'wildfires' there was video available showing blue light lasers coming from above, hitting

items on the surface, which would erupt with white-hot flame. There was also video showing effects of

microwave on plants, plastics, and common building materials. Someone also had posted radar screen

capture showing three objects taking off from military sites, and hovering just above ignition sites. They

also posted pictures of the US military drone that uses a laser mounted in front.

LIKE (11) REPLY

Clare Goldsberry Writes Clare’s Substack Jun 12

As Lyndon B. Johnson once said, "He who controls the weather rules the world." 18,000 dairy cows die in

an explosion in Texas blamed on too much methane gas buildup (never heard of that before!); 10,000

Angus beef cattle drop dead all at once in Nebraska - blamed on the heat (only in the 80s) - farmers said

that was very unusual even in very hot weather only one or two cows would die from heat; this morning,

hundreds of thousands of fish wash up on a Texas beach dead -- being blamed on a "heat wave" which

one commenter who lives in the area said isn't true, not that hot yet. DEW? Most likely.

Fear-mongering for sure! People don't look at the science -- a fraction of a degree increase in surface

temperature isn't going to kill 10,000 beef cows or hundreds of thousands of fish -- but it will definitely

disrupt our food supply. See the USDA's report about a coming food shortage. This is NOT an accident

folks, This is a continuation of the "plandemic" meant to reduce the population of the US by at least 100

million people. This is starting to be serious warfare.

LIKE (10) REPLY

Joanna Perry-Folino Writes Joanna’s Substack Jun 12 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

It was set. This is to do a land grab is my guess eventually of citizen owned property all over the world.

Assholes. Incidentally I learned about Lucie and Michael Grimm's obstacle on your site. If he makes it and

he will, I plan to become one of his producers for his next album. He's fantastic and so is she....but no one

is saying anything about f'ing Covid shot. He was really sick with Covid at one point and then got the

vaccine. Why I will never understand. Lying POS doctors

LIKE (5) REPLY

Bob Coviello Jun 12

Yes-

With regard to Canadian Fires:
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With regard to Canadian Fires:

No lightning (no clouds in fact)

The all suddenly appeared to start almost simultaneously.

Interesting Satellite photos of the forest fires starting in Canada

Click: (Or copy/paste)

https://www.tiktok.com/@philjermakian/video/7242032238307708203?

embed_source=121352282%2C121351166%2C121331973%2C120811592%2C120810756%3Bnull%3

Bembed_share&refer=embed&referer_url=www.armstrongeconomics.com%2Fworld-

news%2Fconspiracy%2Fcanadian-wildfires-climate-lockdowns-

begin%2F&referer_video_id=7242032238307708203
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Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12

This could easily be done with incendiary devices planted ahead of time then set off by remote

control.
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Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Writes Ray’s Newsletter Jun 12

Mark, you are getting better and better! I just love your title for this article! :)

Of course, the whole scheme didn't start yesterday:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/geoengineering-entails-more-than

or even worse

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/bioweapons
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Sane Franciscan Writes Sane Francisco Jun 12

Thank you for writing about this. I learnt about DEWs 3 years ago but when you mention them to most

people here, they think you’re mad. (That’s for almost everything I bring up... I live in one of the most

insane cities in the US. 

🤪

)
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Mark Crispin Miller Jun 12 Author

Which one?
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Sane Franciscan Writes Sane Francisco Jun 12

San Francisco
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Sane Franciscan Writes Sane Francisco Jun 12

I started a group here 2.5 years ago called Sane Francisco to unite anyone that had not lost

their flippin’ mind.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Jun 12

Blessings!
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Sane Franciscan Writes Sane Francisco Jun 12

✨🙏✨
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helene Jun 12

from The Virginia Project "If anyone has equipment for air quality testing, we really need to know what's

going on. This is NOT the smell of a wildfire. Current working hypothesis: that 30 tons of stolen ammonia

nitrate was taken to Canada to start these fires." Reply from Clandestine: "Forest fires are another Deep

State money laundering scheme of a different flavour. They create the fires, the gov allocates tens and

hundreds of millions of dollars in disaster relief, the money disappears, the politicians get their kickbacks,

rinse, repeat. Same playbook."
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Marcion Writes Marcion's Substack Jun 12

When I was watching the media images last week, I thought I was looking at a controlled burn, perhaps a

measure to stop the fires. After many many news stories I finally realized those *were* the fires.

I'm not an arborist, nor a fire expert. But I grew up around family farms, and recently moved to a rural area

surrounded by farms. I know what a controlled burn looks like for clearing fields. And that's what many of

these fires looked like to me. I have no explanation though, and don't like speculation.

They keep saying they were lighting strikes, and if that's true, they should have that data at their fingertips

through various weather monitoring programs and satellite imagery. I'm confounded why there is no

massive international investigation.
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Russel Jun 12

Don’t they hire fire investigators during the aftermath? Seems unlikely that they would miss something

this strange.

At least Alberta hires them
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Bull Dog Jun 12

Excellent post. Our Government Our Enemy.
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sarah k Jun 12

did we all go to bed one night in February 2020 and then wake up the next day in some parallel world of

dystopian hell?
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AussieManDust Jun 12

See Australian bushfires three years ago. Sane thing, appeared EVERYWHERE at once. We lost one 8TH

of our tree cover & we're the 6th? largest nation state on Earth.

DIRECTED SATELLITE ENERGY WEAPONS... 

🛰

 Note that the Australian Feds have spent $100million +

on Weather Mod experiments (through the CSIRO) as well.

Circular holes in cloud cover, contrails everywhere. "Killing me softly..."
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Paul Jun 12

Attaway Mark !

About a year ago, Peggy Reported on fires in CA.

If memory serves:

- she visited sites & stated "burn patterns were unusual." Close-by trees preserved or barely damaged.

- she remarked "it looks like the houses ignited & burned from the inside out.

(central portion of structures were whiter ash, than peripheral portion).

- she thought she might know what caused such but didn't want to mention until further study.

*

(Focused-microwave-beam-energy)?

Household microwaves heat food, by heating the water content, within food.

Microwaves cause water molecules to move rapidly against each other, causing friction, causing heat,

causing combustion of surrounding/adjacent carbon-containing material.
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Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12

Yes, It is clear manmade infrastructure was the specific target of many of the California fires of recent

times. There were fires in Colorado that were highly suspect as well. All you need to know is that these

fires burned hot enough to melt, damage or destroy materials that normal environmental fires never do.

There was both glass and metal melted in some of these fires according to clear photographic evidence. I

will never forget the photography from the fires in the vicinity of Santa Rosa several years ago that not

only showed evidence of super heating of highly resistant materials but almost what looked like the

footprint of individual structures being singled out for destruction while surrounding vegetation and even

other nearby buildings were virtually untouched. Strange times we are living in........
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George Jun 12

As someone who has lived in Canada for over 50 years, I can tell you wildfires and massive forest fires

happen all the time. They can also do very weird things, like burn some things, and leave others

untouched.

I have witnessed this first hand at my cottage in the woods. One spring one cottage caught fire in the

spring on a windy day -- they were burning leaves and they blew under the cottage.

The heat from that cottage fire (which could also melt glass) ignited the neighbouring cottage. The heat

was so intense, no one could even approach either cottage. All of the brush on the ground burned and

spread very quickly to 5 neighbouring properties, but the cottages and trees on the other properties did

not burn.

What was left was burned ground, intact trees, and the rubble of two cottages (like the photo at the

beginning of the video.

I assure you, there was no special defense technology involved. It was dry brush, fire and wind.

This type of fire here in Quebec, is a regular occurrence.

Here is a video correlating lightning strikes and the wildfires in Quebec.

https://twitter.com/IWeatherON/status/1666821108744564736

The reality is wildfires can't burn unless the conditions are ripe for them. Sometimes they are triggered by

man (mistakes, accidents, equipment, or arson) and other times they are triggered by nature (lightning).

When the conditions are ripe, we get wildfires regardless of the trigger.

Look here at the recent history of massive fires in Canada. This has been happening as far back as I can

remember. Nothing unusual except for the wind patterns that normally don't carry it so far south.

https://www.nationalobserver.com/2020/01/08/news/look-canadas-biggest-wildfires-last-two-decades

I know it is easy to see nefarious activity when we are under attack from some many different places, but if

all we're looking for is nefarious activity, we'll start seeing it everywhere even though it's not really there.

These wildfires are very regular up here. We get orange sun every few years from one fire or another. This

isn't likely one of these activities, it happens all on it's own every few years.
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Mark Crispin Miller Jun 12 Author

Come now. Did you watch that video?
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JustANobody Jun 12

Not to mention all the links and patents and laws posted in above comments. Good Lord. People

are blind.
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George Jun 12

Patents? You understand that patents are evidence of an idea, nothing more right?
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George Jun 12

I did. The video is about CA and not Quebec or Canadian forest fires. There is no evidence of

anything suspicious in the regular Canadian forest fires I referenced.

Many of his examples and descriptions are grossly simplifying the mechanics of fires. Here is an

old study outlining quite a few different scenarios that can occur in forest fires -- or root fires --

and how trees can die.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228370869_How_forest_fires_kill_trees_A_review_

of_the_fundamental_biophysical_processes

I am even more surprised that the commenter didn't seem to be aware that fires can travel

underground for days through root systems. Not even an ounce of curiosity? That could easily

explain the core of trees burned out -- as the research paper above describes that fires can be

smoldering and can travel underground through root systems. I can't speak for CA trees, but up

here, we often find trees that are cut have a rotten core that look very similar to the cut burns he

showed.

The video alleges that microwaves were used to "cook" the trees, but that would be impossible

to hide. If we want to do the most basic of due diligence, we know for fact HAARP can't do this,

it's the wrong frequency range. Microwaves don't use fields of towers, they use much smaller

antennas. They use the antennas you see on cell phone towers because THOSE are

microwaves. In many cases, they're using the same frequencies as your Microwave oven. IF

anyone was using some never before seen microwave generator to cook trees, it would be

impossible to hide concrete evidence of it. First, you need a pretty direct line to the transmitter

which would have to be massive. Second, the amount of power would be massive. Third it

would heat everything containing water and it would probably generate a ton of sparks between

anything metal. IT would also be readily measurable with a $200 meter.

There is zero evidence of microwaves here.
Expand full comment
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George Jun 12

This fellow in the video looks at all these things, and says, I know it wasn't fire, but I can't

tell you what it was.

That's very similar to the folks who have been saying for 2 decades I know Autism isn't

caused by vaccines even though I don't know what it is caused by.

LIKE (2) REPLY

George Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

Another example, he shows the strange pattern on the top piece of a fence with burn

marks which he says is where nails were. (he stood it up so it wasn't in the same

orientation it would have been in the fence). He said he can't explain the pattern unless the

nails were burning?

Except the nails were still there! If there are nails in a pattern, it means there were boards in

the exact same pattern! THere are a lot of fence designs (like a picket fence) with spaces

between the boards and if the fire burned up from the ground you would get exactly the

pattern he saw without requiring the nails to burn.

Such a simple explanation.

2 pictures later he's showing one segment of the fence post burned only with the rest

intact, but look at the metal in that picture, it's not even discolored, it was never

substantively heated. The metal didn't heat up and burn that post!

His assumptions are brutal to be honest, because he has no idea what was leaning on the

post when the fire was burning. Or what was attached to it.

Zero curiosity.
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Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

That must have been one HELL of a cottage fire to melt glass. The average temperatures reached

during structure fires is at or a little above 1000 degrees. Usually not much above 1100. Plate glass

starts to melt at around 1400. Aluminum starts at around 1200. Most structure fires would never melt

glass or aluminum but that is seen consistently in some of the photographic evidence of late. Why

are these fires burning so much hotter than they normally would?
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George Jun 12

There was nothing left of the buildings. They were a smoldering ruin. It melted the shingles off

of structures quite a bit further away that fortunately didn't ignite.

Those old cottages are mostly wood and it was very very windy.

I know newer houses are using a lot more manufactured wood products that I believe burn far

more readily from the glues and resins in them.
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Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12

What I have real trouble with in some of these fires is the ones I've seen with cars parked

out on the street, on pavement, away from all buildings and vegetation that have all the

glass and aluminum melted out. I have seen this several times. There is no way in the world

that should be happening in a normal brush or forest fire. Nothing is going to convince me

that is normal.
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George Jun 12

Are we sure the glass melted, or did it shatter from the heat. I've seen some

spectacular glass explosions from the heat on my stove burner.
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Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12

There are photos of it from the Santa Rosa fires several years ago. You can see

melted glass and aluminum. 1400 and 1200 degrees respectively.
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George Jun 13 · edited Jun 13

Apparently with the right conditions forest fires can reach very high

temperatures.

https://wildfiretoday.com/2011/02/26/at-what-temperature-does-a-forest-

fire-burn/

"An average surface fire on the forest floor might have flames reaching 1

metre in height and can reach temperatures of 800°C (1,472°F) or more.

Under extreme conditions a fire can give off 10,000 kilowatts or more per

metre of fire front. This would mean flame heights of 50 metres or more and

flame temperatures exceeding 1200°C (2,192°F)."

Wood alone has a max flame temperature of 1800, enough to melt glass.
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JustANobody Jun 12

Omg.. Really?
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Nanc Writes Nanc’s Substack Jun 12

UH HUH........RIGHT......Sorry, Not buying it. I’m not saying you didn’t have fires, but these are

different and it you take the WEF agenda into consideration, you’ll see why they were set. Seriously,

what a great way to move folks into the 15 cities. Destroy their land , reduce growing capabilities and

food production and there you go. It’s not hard to see the evil agenda at play here.

Wake up, your gubment wants you either dead or under total control. Step away from the Koolaid!
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George Jun 12

"These are different..."

Can you describe how they're different? It was very very dry -- there was no rain for weeks.

Those are the precise conditions.

Did you read the link I posted about the number of fires in the past 2 decades alone. Tons of

forest is destroyed every single year here. PLus the fires that sent smoke to NYC didn't move

any people because no cities burned.

Again, please articulate what is different? How would you differentiate a legitimate forest fire

from some government created one? How would the government even create the dry

conditions which are a pre-requisite? You say I need to wake up, but you haven't presented a

single piece of evidence to say this was not natural.

Or do you think the forest fires in Canada that happen every single year going back to eternity

were all man made by the government?
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Nanc Writes Nanc’s Substack Jun 12

The evidence is out there for all to see, it’s called DEWS! Look it up.

My daughter is a forest firefighter and even she is finally seeing this for what it is. Sure there have always

been forest fires, but you George need to get your head out of the sand. 400+ fires all starting at the same

exact time, are natural, really now?

I imagine you think Trudeau is your buddy, and has your best interests at heart, lol 

😝

.

Maybe you can enlighten me on why fire crews were told to stand down? Hmmmm?
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Rebecca S. Jun 12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-PCTl3LU6U

Some communities may be left to burn, says Quebec Prime Minister...
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aldous huxtable Jun 12

I can some insight on this as often have to clear things up. While I cant say whether DEWs exist or not,

they probably do, thats not whats going on here.

Fires are wind dependent. The fire I went through in 2020 that burned 100 plus acres of my property and

leveled some of my neighbors houses was a slow moving fire. The wind was slow. It took five days from

lightening strike to get to me.

Now compare that to the Paradise Fire (officially known as the Camp Fire). There are several factors at

play here, the location of the town, the decades long threat of fire hazard there (there is an excellent

article somewhere out there about a fire chief who quit in that area because no one would allow tree

removal, this was in the '80s), the high speed wind and the ignition source.

People who have never lived in the CA mountains really do not understand just how dry things can get

here, and when those Diablo winds come in, whatever moisture that is left is sucked right out everything

with form.

Also, I think this is aided by geoengineering efforts that are carpeting the landscape with dessicants.

What happened in Paradise, and why it gets so misunderstood, is that people do not understand the

nature and location of that fire and why so many seemingly peculiarities were left behind.

That fire was ignited by a blown transformer in 80 plus mile an hour winds. It burned fast and it burned hot

and it burned everything dry in its path quickly and anything with form near that fire was effected by that

heat.

Thats why you get twisted metal and melted glass. But thats also why the trees didn't burn right there in

town. Had town been a forest with decades of forest litter, those trees would have looked different. (Also,

those pictures you see were right after the fire, I bet many of those leaves browned up and died in the

following weeks).

Fast and hot and dry. When the ignitables were burned and no fuel was left, with that wind, thats what you
Expand full comment
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Lynn Writes Lynn’s Newsletter Jun 12

I saw this video the other day. I'm so glad you gave it out. I couldn't find it again. And how could there be

climate lockdowns if there is NO climate change....I know Castro Trudeau is helping

JOEBAMA and the crew to set this up to steal 2024 Election. Oh, the smog is so bad that we

have to put out ballot boxes and mail-in ballots to discourage people to vote in person.

SAFETY AND STEALING AN ELECTION FIRST .....
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Tim Holt Writes Tim’s Substack Jun 12

Newsome knows
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Ann Lavenburg Writes Ann’s Newsletter Jun 12

God will ”......destroy them that destroy the earth”Rev 11:18
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Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12

I can't wait!!!!!
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Ann Lavenburg Writes Ann’s Newsletter Jun 12

My cousin was burned out in the paradise fire and I was suffocating in PA for 2 days last week. The

sun was orange and it smelled like smoke was just up the street.
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Dennis Battler Writes Dennis’s Substack Jun 12

all you need to see https://www.facebook.com/100086536922792/videos/667397881886875
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Et's Cinema PsychoMasonica Writes ET's World Occult Circus Substa… Jun 12

Yes, clearly this could be used for more than controlled burns.
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Susan P ... Jun 12

Another PLANNED Scam - deliver us from evil ...
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Agent Roger W. duplex Jun 12

There is a legend from very old, that after the Romans finally won their wars against the Phoenicians or

Carthaginians they decided to destroy Carthage soil with salt, so that the enemy would never recover and

Rome would be safe from another war against the Punics.

It's a bit difficult to believe. How much salt would be necessary for that? I guess it depends on how large

was their farmland and how much salt was in storage.
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Mark Crispin Miller Jun 12 Author

I always thought that was true. The Romans would have had as much salt it took.
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ACroneintheWoods Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

Thousands of dead fish show up shore. Climate change at it again. We won't be able to farm or fish for

food.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/06/thousands-dead-fish-mysteriously-show-up-texas-coast/

LIKE (4) REPLY

Paul F. Jun 12

Have you collected soil samples to have them analyzed for metal content or biological life at bacterial

level?

LIKE (2) REPLY

PsyoP Awareness Writes psyop4awareness Jun 12

All they know how to do is deceive, steal, destroy and kill. If anyone points this out they are labeled

conspiracy theorists.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Maha Jun 12

I have been watching these forests start suddenly burning for years now, and increasing in frequency and

severity. I must say, there is no downside for the totalitarians here.

Alter the weather, and people's health, with cloud seeding that has been going on for decades.

Blame altered weather patterns on carbon footprint.

Initiate policy to ABANDON best forest practices, i.e. understory cleanup, in high fire prone regions.

Areas that rarely burned now become yearly conflagrations.

In some areas, facilitate burning, e.g. the California Wildfires. In others, get people to set them

"accidentally".

Media covers every fire as a result of climate change--in other words YOU caused it dear viewer. Policy

must change! NO ICEs on public lands? No mining. No forestry. And then a perhaps a putsch to the real

goal:

Closure of public lands to all but those with "special permits". Then sale of public lands to the politically

connected stewards with high ESG scores.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Yet Another Tommy Writes Tommy's Excellent Newsletter Jun 12

Proving and tracing DEW evil will be easier than proving "vaccine" evil because it won't require the

thoroughly corrupted medical establishment.

The Terrorists in Charge are doubling down in risking exposure.

LIKE (2) REPLY

JamesDuff Writes JamesDuff’s Newsletter Jun 12

Hell yeah! They’ve been man manipulated manufacturing weather through HAARP through Chemtrails,

and then DEW. But of course this never makes the climate crisis conversations. Weather wars. Paradise

Fire CA how does a car burn and a wooded mailbox post not burn?

Canada, California bc of their empty headed ball less arrogant ego maniacal leaders thinking they can get

away with such catastrophic cataclysmic

Events is being tested. Trudeau Newsome need to be held fully accountable for their fuckery.

There is ample proof these electric powered laser directed weapons are being fully employed to our

detriment. Awake human race!!! Awake Awareness will help stop this ongoing mad scientific wet dream by

maniacal men who look like they ought to be models for GQ yet act like ugly bitches that they are.

LIKE (2) REPLY

David Wolosik Writes The Whole American Catalog Jun 12

Some STRANGE stuff. Good job. Remember California fires got taken ofc front page real fast. Can't play

the Trudeau video.

LIKE (2) REPLY

Nae Serban-Parau Jun 13

A link between vaccines and wildfire. A comment of a link that you posted https://rumble.com/v2t0typ-

looking-for-clues-in-the-canadian-fires.html said "JosephDyck, 16 hours ago, Well, a couple of years ago

Dr Charles Hoffe raised alarm’s about the high number of vaccine injuries on his patients in Lytton, British

Columbia. Asides from getting sanctioned from the College of Physicians and Surgeons of BC for causing

Vaccine Hesitancy, a short time later Lytton burned to the ground. What I found very strange was in the

pictures you could see all the surrounding trees were still very alive and green! I never visited the place,

which is a couple of hundred miles from Vancouver, but they still haven’t rebuilt…" and in 2021 "‘There’s

nothing left in Lytton’: the Canadian village destroyed by wildfire – picture essay" -

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/25/lytton-canada-heat-wildfire-record-temperatures

The same pictures: no home left but still there are trees. That was in 2021. Dr Charles Hoffe was the first

who said about micro clots after inoculation with so called "vaccines".

LIKE (1) REPLY

JenJersey Writes JenJersey’s Newsletter Jun 13

Everything is questionable now - trust in our government and media is gone. Everything they present is

part of their plan and you now have to think why did this happen?

LIKE (1) REPLY

Judith Jun 13

Former mayor of Nevada City, CA, Reinette Senum has initiated a lawsuit against the geoengineering.

Her substack is Reinette Senum Foghorn Express

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Sandra --- Jun 13

Yes, she's worth following. Reinette has also been following the scandal around Dr. Simone Gold and

America's Frontline Doctors (apparently, Dr. Simone Gold stole $30 million). There are a couple of

interviews with Kevin Jenkins on this topic posted at Reinette's substack.

LIKE REPLY

Amy Harlib Jun 12

Heroic Reinette Senum is suing to stop geoengineering! Please support her!

https://reinettesenumsfoghornexpress.substack.com/p/geoengineering-legal-fund-status-994

Kudos to Reinette Senum and Mark Crispin Miller and their heroic efforts in the struggle. We the People

must always be aware of the existential threats lurking behind this fight!

All manner of lies and propaganda spew forth from the upper echelons in governments worldwide who

are completely intertwined with the global criminal ruling class that wants to commit the worst atrocities

imaginable and suffer no consequences. And their corruption slithers down the chain of command

creating petty tyrants everywhere.

Supporting this excellent post with a statement and useful links. https://virustruth.net

We the People are facing HORRIFYING TECHNOCRATIC PSYCHOPATHY TO DESTROY HUMANITY AND

ALL NATURAL LIFE!

It was NEVER about health! The Powers That Should Not Be were ALWAYS about they want you DEAD or

a SLAVE! This is a painful truth to accept but we the people must wake up and fight back!

We must never lose sight of the larger picture of the vile malignance we are fighting against.

CLIMATE CHANGE IS AN EVEN WORSE FRAUD THAN THE PLANSCAMDEMIC! SO-CALLED GREEN

TECH IS A GIGANTIC SCAM! MINING AND MANUFACTURING 'GREEN' PRODUCTS NEEDS COAL, GAS

AND OIL AND MINING RARE MINERALS IS MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY TOXIC AND DESTRUCTIVE

THAN LEGACY PRODUCTS. SCREW YOUR DAMNED AGENDA!

There is an insidious global ruling class plot to enslave all life on earth behind all the madness and

suffering inflicted on We the People.

How to fight back against this TOTAL SLAVERY!

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! DITCH THE DAMNED 'SMART' PHONES AND THE DAMNED QR CODESExpand full comment

LIKE (1) REPLY

Warrior Princess Jun 12

“Modification of weather “, precisely the tool needed here, hmmm, maybe our low temps. and late summer

start where I live might be explained by that, while other regions not so far like WA with heat waves…

LIKE (1) REPLY

Peter Stellas Writes Peter’s Substack Jun 12

Many people do not believe in the existence of Hell, even tough Jesus spoke of it more than anyone else.

It struck me, as I pondered all the wokeness at every level of every human endeavor, that one thing is

certain and very, very fair. Hell fully complies with DEI, per Biden's recommendation.

Its dwellers are certainly diverse, extreme suffering is equitably dispensed, and it includes folks from the

lowest to the highest strata of wealth, education, power and religiosity. Furthermore, all who make it there

have no hope of escape, kinda like the totalitarian reset that we are rushing to adopt.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Philanthropy Poketwanus Jun 12

I ve been suffering from Cassandra Complex about all this shit since the 70’s. Maybe now I’ll have some

company.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Nanc Writes Nanc’s Substack Jun 12

As for New York not going anywhere, it’s not on fire, plus they are used to smog and smoke as they are

one of the filthiest cities around.

Oh, and just how would the gubment initiate these dry conditions, hmmmmm….HAARP!

Yes, believe it or not they all work hand in hand. And let’s not leave out the chemtrails spraying aluminum

and gawd knows what on everything, making the dry tinder caused by HAARP weather modification even

more volatile.

It’s just not that hard to understand. Yes, I get it is hard to fathom our gubment trying to kill us, yet we’re

living very evil times and things are not the same as many were brainwashed to believe.

I do understand. It’s like people believing the gubment pushed for those “safe and effective “

vaccines/bioweapons, was because they cared, lol 

😝

. Yep……

LIKE (1) REPLY

Billy Bob Jun 12

Here’s a good video. https://www.bitchute.com/video/gGLf0fGJA0gA/

LIKE (1) REPLY

Paul F. Jun 12

Question: With all the people escaping while the fires are happening should there not be one or two

videos with smoke coming out of a tree, but not burning? Where trees are smoking as though burning

from the inside but nothing is burning?

LIKE (1) REPLY

Boudicca Writes The Dead City Chronicles Jun 12

This is so utterly malicious - not only creating fear to serve an agenda but rendering the soil sterile! Pure

evil that needs eradicating from this earth before it's too late.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Mark terrell Jun 12

Anything sock boy (otherwise known as Trudy) and his cabal say is taken by most people to be lies and

obfuscation.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Marie Jun 12

Disclosure Project live now on Youtube--Raytheon employee reveals Antarctica has DEW and other

assemblies to cause Earthquakes. Very worth watching. Related to Calif fires no doubt.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Duly Noted Jun 12

Canada is falling apart and yet “It’s unclear what led to the SUV crashing into the restaurant.”

SUV crashes through Shawarma restaurant

https://www.cp24.com/mobile/news/video-shows-suv-crashing-through-front-window-of-scarborough-

restaurant-1.6436290

LIKE (1) REPLY

Mckeekitty Jun 12

Huh...

That's all I have. "Huh."

Something ain't right. That's for sure!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Jerry Jun 12

But they wouldn't do this to their own livestock!

LIKE (1) REPLY (2)

el Gallinazo Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

We are their livestock, but they have decided that with the rise of the robots, it's time to cull the herd.

We are the carbon based life forms that they wish to eliminate, as in zero carbon. Or maybe we

should just glue our hands to various walls like the German green psychotics.

Riddle: What is the difference between a conspiracy theory and a conspiracy fact.

Answer: As of today, about 2 weeks.

LIKE (16) REPLY

Bull Dog Jun 12

Yea they would. For whatever reason all Totalitarian regimes cause Famines. Biden is working on his.

Usually, famines come first, then pandemic then war.

LIKE (2) REPLY

zdb Jul 15

thank you

gotta love conspiracy theories that get more obviously factual daily.

LIKE REPLY

Chuck Fall Writes Chuck’s Substack Jul 8

Mark, I am a media activist with Truth Action Project and we would love to interview you for a TAP live-

stream zoom meet up; https://truthactionproject.org/; please check us out. I am active with Green Liberty

Bloc, greenlibertybloc.org, and can be reached at chuck@greenlibertycaucus.org. I have a profile at the

TAP website, but we just interviewed Meryl Nass and James Roguski on the Emerging Techno-

totalitarianism; it should get posted to the website soon, or at the youtube channel. I love your work and

would like to stage a webinar. chuck

LIKE REPLY

Kat Bro Jun 29

I'm seeing more people masked outside than a few weeks ago. With the warnings of poor air quality and

the smog we are witnessing it's no wonder. More new norm tactics have been placed.

LIKE REPLY

George Jun 14

Outstanding article on this just posted in TheEpochTimes. They consult with an actual expert who outlines

yet again, carbon is not the issue for dealing with these natural disasters. It's our land use that is the

problem.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/canada-has-seen-wildfires-like-this-before-says-fire-

historian_5330288.html

LIKE REPLY

Michael Goldman Jun 13

PG&E electrical fires. No space weapon could do this.

LIKE REPLY

Paul Jun 13

Microwave Directed Energy.

~ Crissi Loves Christ

https://open.substack.com/pub/crissiloveschrist/p/ana-toledo-government-targeted-individuals?

r=11r0co&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email

LIKE REPLY

Doug Writes Doug’s Substack Jun 13

Dr. Judy Wood built her case on DEWs bringing down the WTC buildings on 911.

Here are links to some of those references:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWjktDuIhR8

https://truthcomestolight.com/revisiting-dr-judy-wood-because-shes-right-about-9-11/

https://www.drjudywood.com/wp/

https://www.drjudywood.com/articles/a/bio/Wood_Bio.html

And here's a link to the refutation of her case by Architects and Engineers for 911 Truth:

https://newslog.cyberjournal.org/architects-and-engineers-for-911-truth-debunk-judy-wood/

A scientific evaluation of the evidence seems more reasonable than wild speculation about DEWs, for

which there is no proof.

LIKE REPLY

George Jun 13 · edited Jun 13

It has to be dry everywhere for those wildfires to keep going.

it is well established the conditions were dry so why are we speculating on man made ways of drying

things? There is zero evidence of any of that sort of thing. We don't even know if it is possible. Frankly of

we did the calculations i am pretty sure it will come out to near impractical.

Gasoline is a lot simpler and cheaper.

LIKE REPLY

Doug Writes Doug’s Substack Jun 13

Not only did the fire cross highway 101, but it also crossed over several large vineyards without damaging

the vines. Based on that, some say the safest place of refuge in a wildfire may be a vineyard.

The KMart store was full of combustible materials - plastics, fabrics, motor oil, etc. - so it's no surprise that

once its roof caught fire, it burned completely in "just" two hours. Oddly enough, there was a hotel behind

KMart that caught fire on its Eastern wing, and across the parking lot was a Starbucks that was

untouched. Also, there was a bare framed building under construction with bare timbers right across from

Starbucks, also untouched by the fire - you can see it in the top left of the NBBJ photo. The Starbucks is

out of frame to the left, as is the rest of the hotel that didn't burn.

Just to the north of that complex, both an Applebee's and an Arby's burned to the ground, but Taco Bell

on the West and the Chevron station on the east of those buildings were spared.

In the Coffee Park neighborhood, there was an old wooden house that was there before the subdivision

grew up around it that was spared, while everything around it was reduced to charred ash - I worked with

the guy who lived in that house. at the time. There were scenes like that all over the fire zones - little

pockets of zero destruction amidst the wreckage of total holocaust.

A half mile away, there was a gun store surrounded by other buildings - the gun store burned to the

ground but the businesses around it survived. Across the street from that was a mobile home park where

a lot of homes burned, but not all. The building on the corner next door was partially destroyed but was

rebuilt post-fire.

> "Compare to another Kmart on fire:" Yes, and what can we learn from comparing these two very

different events?

John, I'm not experienced in fighting fires, and I can't explain the anomalies of the 2017 Tubbs fire. If you

look back through history, you see firestorms from bombings in Tokyo and Dresden that resulted in similar

destruction to what we saw here. Once fires get to be raging, they create their own weather (the "storm"Expand full comment

LIKE REPLY

George Jun 13

Maybe. Do you have evidence of anything even research remotely similar?

launching those would be really hard to miss.

LIKE REPLY

Paul Jun 13

Rebecca,

Yes. I also saw some coverage myself.

I cannot but help but wonder if the source of ignition is in the form of directed energy, such as a

microwave beam, which does heat water molecules from within. Similar to a household microwave

cooker/heater.

So...is source from satellite? Is our military practicing, on our own land, as a real-life venue experiment

would be necessary for confirmation of efficacy, to be used later, on a warfront.

Is our military doing this for both testing purposes as well as WEF desire to destroy farmland & the natural

environment?

Sending us all into "safe cities?"

NON-SAFETY, FROM SPACE.

LIKE REPLY

Nanc Writes Nanc’s Substack Jun 12

This literally breaks my heart. Canada is so beautiful and to simply destroy it for greed and control makes

me very angry! I understand that there is a carbon tax starting on July 1st. Hmmm

makes me wonder if this has anything to do with this, I dunno 

🤷

.

Prayers for all the Canadians, especially those who have lost homes and fertile land.

God have mercy on us all.

LIKE REPLY

Boots Jun 12

Gawd. What next?

The only silver lining to all this crap they’re pulling is this and other untouchable topics are finally starting

to come out from under the shadows of conspiracy theory.

LIKE REPLY

Sane Franciscan Writes Sane Francisco Jun 12

Yep, she’s a real doll.

LIKE REPLY

The Phoenix Writes R[eality] Check Jun 12

Metal. The metal heats up and burns everything around it. Sounds like a weapon.

There was a video I saw out how to do that to maximize the length of time (for heat when your camping)

and this by cutting the diameters across adding fuel in the middle and a flame.

The water in the trees is an interesting one. I’ve seen the videos before and was puzzled by how the tree

was burning from the inside with the outside unscathed. How does EM/DE do that? What’s in the water in

the trees and is there enough metal content to ignite it?

The EM/DE theory sounds plausible. I know everyone loves blaming the US government for everything but

I don’t see the advantage they get. Why? What do they gain?

It smells like foreign actors (and I RARELY say that).

LIKE REPLY

Rebecca S. Jun 12 · edited Jun 12

There were a lot of very strange videos of the California fires such as this one of the Carr fire several years

ago. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLJggr6lZcA

It shows homes burned and destroyed but landscape intact.

LIKE REPLY

Simon Filiatrault Jun 12

I just had a conversation with chatGPT discussing this possibility, interesting!

https://chat.openai.com/share/c83efbc0-c6e3-4d4d-9c62-50e97a9419d7

LIKE REPLY

Sam Jun 12

Oh goody…more proof that our government is at war with we the people. It’s past time for more people to

wake up and realize that while there is still a chance to stop it. I don’t know just what we can do, but I do

know that it has to be peaceful or we will see the full extent of the martial laws congress has been passing

for decades to give the government powers that the constitution forbids.

People shouldn’t be afraid of their government, but government should be afraid of the people. If the PTB

are using 1984 as their rule book then we should use V for Vendetta.

LIKE REPLY

helene Jun 12

/Users/heleneharrison/Desktop/8825a6b7e806406d.png

LIKE REPLY

Elizabeth Glass Jun 12

I did an Instagram post asking why there was little or no verified footage of the recent Canadian wildfires,

showing screen recording of an internet search. MANY agreed, but some - evacuees, etc - were annoyed

so I edited the caption and referred people to a different Instagram page: June 10 post by

“realnewsnobullsh*t.” Unless you believe the CA forest service, that page did not have verified footage,

either. It’s possible that the heat produced was cause by changes in the earth’s plates/the North American

craton.

LIKE REPLY
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